
LOVE MARRIAGE VS ARRANGED MARRIAGE SHORT ESSAY

Definition essay on marriage for those who want to have a love marriage or an arranged marriage. What marriage is
better?.

Lack of privacy even in matters such as when to have children and how to bring them up can cause stress to
the couple. Stating these meaning packed words, the two vow lives to one another while barely knowing the
other. Arranged marriage is great for individuals Arranged Marriage vs. However, love marriages do provide a
stress-free environment for the couple to lead their lives the way they choose to. Dynastic alliances are also
arranged marriages. Having said that the success of marriage is irrelevant of the manner the knot has been tied.
In arriange marriage our family choose the partner, according to their experience. The success of a marriage
boil down to a supportive social environment and the willingness of the couple to make it through the ups and
downs of married life. In some cases, couples have very limited or no interaction before marriage and all of a
sudden they find themselves living with a stranger. Check out this blog post. I do not advocate arranged
marriages but I think a lot can be learned from them. The confusion of the real with the ideal never goes
unpunished". You will find this post interesting! The first chapter begins with an exploration of love and
marriage in many ancient and current cultures. Lack of family support can cause serious issues for the couple
when things do bad after marriage. Truly loving person would definitely think of the future ahead of the
marriage. Marital duties are not compulsory. This prevents trusting people blindly, which happens in some
love marriages. And subscribe to our blog to read answers to trending GD topics. She escapes into the woods
with Lysander. In love already they know each other and understood very well.. But we first should choose the
partner our life. In my opinion love marriage is better than arrange marriage because in love marriage person
get to know each other very well already but in arranged marriage no one knows about their partners
characteristics. Issues such as the inheritance of ancestral property are minimal as there is a general consensus
that the boy or the girl has upheld the dignity of the family traditions through an arranged marriage. Post
marriage support Arranged marriage Arranged marriages happen because your parents and family played a
key role in the decision-making process. When things go bad after marriage and the couple end up disagreeing
on important decisions, family members will step in and try to sort out the issue. Arranged marriage is always
a debated topic. A scribe for two decades, she write. There is a tendency for an arranged marriage to be on the
decrease due to a marriage settlement. Each spouse should know how the partner acts in a given situation.
That is why it is reported that the divorce rate for arranged marriages in the traditional countries is much lower
than those in the United States, where marriages out of love rule.


